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Aspose.Pdf for Cloud
Aspose.Pdf for Cloud is a great platform that uses the cURL, allowing for creating and converting cloud PDF. This enables them to create PDFs on cloud storage or import PDF from HTML, XML, or images in the cloud. Aspose.PDF Cloud comes with the RESTful API intended for developers that need to convert HTML, XML, or images into PDF documents. The API does not require any downloading of any additional components and can be used with any platform.
It’s a kind of cURL based tool, helping you to deploy various elements of a cloud-hosted PDF document, including watermarks, signatures, text, annotations, form fields, bookmarks, stamps, and more to add. It facilitates you with the advanced PDF processing features that are: Read document stamps, Read and download document attachments, Encrypt or decrypt document content, Replace single or multiple instances, Append multiple documents, Add tables to documents, and more to add.
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#1 PDF Mix Tool
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PDF Mix Tool is a PDF editing utility that is intended for the user who wants to edit PDF documents. This lightweight Linux utility has been great in providing the workflow that you need to do your common tasks like adding, deleting, or moving pages of a document. So a more convenient to accomplish these tasks with PDF Mix Tool. The software comes with the ease of adding and deleting pages from existing PDFs and saving changes back to the original document.
With this easy-to-use software, you can quickly increase productivity and efficiency on projects with multiple PDFs. You have the ability to create new PDF documents from existing ones by merging multiple PDF documents into one file. There is a batch processing function this allows you to merge multiple PDF documents into one file or delete unwanted pages quickly. Just all you need to do is simply drag and drop data from Windows Explorer or a folder into the application window.



PDF Mix Tool Alternatives ↬
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#2 PDF Arranger
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PDF Arranger is a top-notch PDF page sorting tool that comes with a simple way to organize your pdf sheets into folders, and you can change the order. This intuitive application will also rearrange the pages or delete them altogether, and there is a graphical interface, providing accessibility and ease of usage. PDF Arranger is the ideal application that will help you to organize your files, keep them separate, and be easy to work with. You can either create a custom order or change the default order.
You can set your own order by clicking the Order button, which will create folders in alphabetical order, or use the default option. Organize by folder or create a completely new one. If you have hundreds of pages, organizing them into different folders will make things easier. You can create subfolders until you are done with your organization process. There is an automated way to sort the pages, creating folders and subfolders as you look for them. Items will be moved to the appropriate folder or subfolder where they belong.



PDF Arranger Alternatives ↬
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PDFTK Builder is a minimal resource-based PDF tool that is designed to edit and make amendments to your PDF documents. It’s a kind of a tool that combine a large number of PDF files and make it into one, and it put restriction on the documents, so another user cannot edit them. PDFTK Builder allows you to modify PDF documents in ways not possible with Adobe Reader or other PDF readers.
If you want to avoid your content being copied, restrict users from printing or adding some kind of information, then PDFTK Builder might be a good choice for you; it’s easy to use and can be incorporated into any kind of PDF document, regardless of the nature it has been in. You can perform modifications to the file and save the modified PDF document in any standard format.



PDFTK Builder Alternatives ↬
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#4 Pdfslicer
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Pdfslicer is a simple to use PDF editing tool that provides convenience to merge, rotate and reorder pages, extract, and render PDF documents. This lets you extract all the pages you need into individual files or rearrange them in any order you like. You can also use it to automatically email the resulting files, so they are ready for print or even put them on CDs or DVDs.
You can even add plain text headers or email descriptions, or comments to the email before sending it. It will also embed special formatting such as fonts, colors, headers/footers, and page numbers automatically, so the final emails look exactly you intended. It will also split large documents into smaller sections or change the page order of sections, so they are in the right order for printing.



Pdfslicer Alternatives ↬



#5 jPDF Tweak
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jPDF Tweak is an application that is designed to edit or interpret PDF files. It can also be used to extract single pages of the PDF document and save them as image files. First, you need to install Java before installing PDF Tweak. Then it’s just a matter of launching the program, importing the desired PDF file into it, and specifying what edits or annotations you want to be made on that document. There is strong encryption as well that will restrict other users to make amendments or change any to make any amendments in privacy.
The application provides you leverage with multiple things like rotating, scaling, combining, signing, and splitting files, and there is also a possibility to add watermarks or edit bookmarks. You have the advantage of interactive, automatic, and manual editing. Automatic editing is more sophisticated by allowing the user to specify attributes for which to make edits, such as font color or background color. You can also change the chapter bookmarks; just all you need to do is import PDF.



jPDF Tweak Alternatives ↬



#6 Debenu PDF Tools
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Debenu PDF Tools is a free-to-use windows utility that comes with Debenu’s Quick PDF Library to play around with multiple files. To use it, you simply have to download the installer from the Debenu website, run it and follow a few steps, and within, you will have a free PDF editing tool. This tool has been built for those who want to create and modify documents using Adobe Acrobat and other PDF programs.
You can approach this tool right from the windows context menu and just a click and get access to quick PDF tools. Users have the ability to make a preview of the file without the need to open any other PDF viewer. The rich features include, add passwords, merging multiple PDFs into one file, editing bookmarks, extracting text and images, adding passwords, and convert into image or text documents, and more to add. All in all, it is a great utility that will improve your productivity when dealing with multiple pdf files.



Debenu PDF Tools Alternatives ↬
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PDF Chain is an all-in-one PDF toolkit that comes with an easy way to create text watermarks, create multi-page documents, or add comments. PDF Chain comprises a graphical user interface that enables you to easily perform these tasks. The tool is also very important to put certain restrictions on your PDF documents, so no one can access them or make any changes to them.
PDF Chain is an extremely simple-to-use tool in which users and it has a user interface that is easy to follow, with the whole program represented by just three tabs. There are multiple features of this extravagant software that are: Extract attached files, Use encryption, Shuffle picked pages, Set permissions, Rotate picked pages, and more to add.



PDF Chain Alternatives ↬



#8 Pdf ShapingUp
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Pdf ShapingUp is a free-to-use PDF editor, comes with a professional way to create, manage, convert and edit any PDF document. This powerful PDF editor lets you create an interactive form or simply edit your existing document with the touch of a button. This tool allows you to convert existing PDF files in many formats to editable PDF documents, making them available for even further editing in the program.
This program can also help you with creating electronic documents from scanned documents quickly and easily, as well as from your home computer. This software is very helpful for anyone who has to do something with PDF documents on a daily basis.
Because it saves time by simplifying the process of working with them, it also contains all the necessary tools to create a superior PDF file. You have the ability to extract data from PDFs and save them in popular formats such as DOC, XLS, PPT, RTF, HTML, TXT, or CSV. Now it has been a lot easier to add text, images, video, and audio files from your computer to a PDF document.



Pdf ShapingUp Alternatives ↬
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Proview is a best-in-class platform that comes with sumptuous ways to interact with your PDF files. The software provides you with complete management of your PDF file and provides you with awesome editing functions to make an amendment to your PDF files. Proview is significantly provided readers to bring the complete browser to bring full browser functionality to their eBooks. It comes with an excellent drag and drop support for pages between documents, so convenient for moving pages here and there.
The most admiring thing about this utility is its user-friendly interface, providing accessibility for most of the functions like deleting pages, putting encryption to files, merging files, inserting multiple file formats, and much more. The rich features are managing PDF bookmarks, editing encrypted files, encrypting PDF documents, guides, Rearrange PDF pages, cropping pages, modifying pages, and more to add.



Proview Alternatives ↬



#10 PDF Mixer
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PDF Mixer is a great utility that allows you allows you to manage and edit your PDF files. It has a straightforward interface and an intuitive drag and drop system that simplifies the file management process. The program is an open-source application, free to use and download. PDF Mixer offers a set of advanced tools for document creation and document management, including text editing, annotations, text extraction, adding pages, and more to add.
It has a very extensive set of features that will meet the needs of the majority of users. In addition to all this, PDF Mixer offers a variety of very useful file management tools that help you to organize your files and access them from any computer. In order to get started, choose the source document via drag and drop operations or manual navigation. PDF Mixer has multiple features that are: accessibility, mix pages from multiple PDF files, copy, deleting pages, and import pages from MS office, multi-mode, set encryption and permissions, Multi-Languages, and more to add.



PDF Mixer Alternatives ↬



#11 PDFs Split & Merge
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PDFs Split & Merge is a resourceful utility that has been designed for you on your iPhone or iPad, allowing you to split and merge PDF in just a matter of seconds. You will be able to quickly remove pages or add multiple pages without using any extra software like Acrobat or Adobe Reader. If you have a lot of PDFs opened at once, you will find this app extremely useful as it can switch between open files quickly.
You can remove a page from a PDF file by tapping on the page number – the page will be removed from the document. Using this app, you can switch between two modes: Insert & Remove Pages and Insert Multiple Pages. The rich features of this application are a user-friendly interface, merging more than one file at a time, dark mode support, deleting pages, extracting PDF documents, multiple splitting options, and more to add.



PDFs Split & Merge Alternatives ↬



#12 PDFtodo
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PDFtodo is a great PDF editor if you are looking for a way to edit PDFs. It gives you the ability to compress, merge, split, and even convert between multiple files. You can also make edits like adding watermarks or applying filters like blur or grayscale to the documents. It comes with some additional features like converting PDFs into Microsoft Word docs or Excel spreadsheets.
You can use PDFtodo to batch convert and batch split your files in an effortless manner. With this software, you can also rearrange pages and rotate or delete them as well. With PDFtodo, it’s easier than ever to edit your documents the way you want them anywhere. Convert PDF files into multiple formats, including HTML, WORD, PowerPoint, Excel, and more to add. All in all, PDFtodo is the program for you because it’s a simple and easy way to do without doing extra work.



PDFtodo Alternatives ↬



#13 Elimisoft PDF Creator
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Elimisoft PDF Creator is intuitive, comes with the easy way to create your very own PDF documents. Elimisoft PDF Creator has lots of file format support, such as DOCX, PPTX, EPUB, HTML, TXT, JPEG, and PNG with the built-in file converter and auto OCR function. It is quick and saves a lot of time when compared to other PDF creation tools that are available in the market today.
It is also easy to convert Word and PowerPoint to PDF in batch since you can add multiple files at a time. Furthermore, advanced options like watermark and encryption allow for more detailed customization. The interface of the software is user-friendly and convenient to use, which does not matter even if you are a novice user.



Elimisoft PDF Creator Alternatives ↬



#14 PDF WIZ
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PDF WIZ is an all-in-one PDF editor that comes with the sumptuous support to edit images, merge, and split, or compress PDF or remove PDF passwords. The tools let you convert PDF files to Word, PPT, and Excel. PDF WIZ is helpful in saving you much time in dealing with PDF files and making your workflow more operative and improved. This program seems to prove extremely useful in both your personal and professional life.
All you have to do is open PDF WIZ and choose the file type you want to convert and let it do the rest. Using it, you can convert between PDF, Word, PowerPoint, and Excel anytime, anywhere. And more importantly, there is no size limit over the file. In addition, to converting PDF files, PDF WIZ is also helpful in extracting the pages and enabling encryption or password to your PDFs, so they can remain safe. All in all, PDF WIZ is certainly a good choice if you are dealing with a huge number of files and it does not affect the layout and fonts of the original files.



PDF WIZ Alternatives ↬



#15 PDF Joiner
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PDF Joiner is an online tool that allows you to join multiple PDF documents and images into a single PDF file. You can upload multiple PDF files at once via storage or drag and drop them to the interface. After that, it will give you the option to merge them. Click on merge, and it will do the job in a matter of seconds. You can download the merged PDF file without watermark or loss of quality.
Talking about security, PDF Joiner deletes your data from its servers right after one hour, so your privacy is not harmed. All in all, PDF Joiner is a simple and quick way to combine multiple PDF files on the go without installing any software.



PDF Joiner Alternatives ↬



#16 SodaPDF PDF Merge
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SodaPDF PDF Merge is an online tool that lets you combine multiple PDF files with ease. If you are looking for an easy-to-use and quick PDF merger, SodaPDF PDF Merge is the right tool for this purpose. The files you upload are secure and are permanently deleted after 24 hours from the servers. You just need to drag & Drop multiple PDF files, or you can upload them from cloud storage like Google Drive and Dropbox. Adjust the order of files, and it will quickly merge them.
There is no limit to the number of files you upload. You can download the merged files directly to your PC or send them via email directly from the website. SodaPDF PDF Merge maintains the orientation and file sizes of documents. An additional feature is the file split tool that lets you remove unwanted pages in the PDF file. SodaPDF PDF Merge software can be downloaded to your PC or the Android app into your phone that lets you merge files without the internet. The offline tool comes in handy if you are a regular user of this tool. Additionally, the application can split, compress, and edit PDF files too.



SodaPDF PDF Merge Alternatives ↬



#17 DocuPUB
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DocuPUB is an online file converter, file merger, file compressor, and file resizing tool. The PDF converter allows you to convert multiple file formats, including Word, PowerPoint, Excel, PDF, EPS image formats like JPG, TIFF, HEIC, PNG, and many others. You don’t need to install any extension or software. Just upload the files and quickly download them after modification. You can choose the output format, compatibility with older software, rotate the pages, and set the final file resolution.
The files can be directly downloaded to the storage, or you can enter the email, and it will automatically send the file to the selected email after conversion. DocuPUB also has a PDF Merge tool that you can use to combine multiple PDF files into one. Other tools include the PDF compress tool and PDF scaling tool. All in all, DocuPUB is an all-rounder tool for all your PDF editing tasks on the go without installing multiple software.



DocuPUB Alternatives ↬



#18 PDFChef Merge PDF
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PDFChef Merge PDF is an online tool that allows you to merge multiple PDf files into one quickly and securely. The tool can be used for personal and commercial use. You can use it without any registration or log in to the site. PDFChef’s merging tool doesn’t require installing additional software and lets you combine two or more PDFs into one in just three simple steps. You just have to select the file from explorer or drag & drop it into the tool. Hit merge, and it will combine all files quickly. Lastly, you can download it without any quality loss or watermark.
The fully-featured interface enables you to combine not only PDF files but also change the order of the pages. The entire process of joining PDF files happens on the client-side, i.e., directly in your browser, which means no third parties can access your data. The tool is completely web-based and can be used on any browser or Operating System.



PDFChef Merge PDF Alternatives ↬



#19 PDFill
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PDFill is advanced software that you can use for all your PDF-related operations like creating, filling, and editing. You can also draw, redact, type, comment, sign, and scan PDF. You can use it to merge, split, reorder, delete, encrypt, decrypt, rotate, crop, reformat PDF pages, add information/header/footer/watermark, convert image to PDF or PDF to image, scan a Paper to PDF, and more. The tool comes in three versions. The basic version includes a PDF maker, form filler, stamp, comment, and drawing maker. The other two versions are paid and have advanced features like creating shapes, alignment, PDF redaction, etc.
PDFill gives you access to an array of editing options, out of which Merge PDF Files is the one. The PDF merge feature allows you to combine two or more saved files together and send one file instead of having multiple documents. You can change the orientation, page numbers and edit the content while merging it. All in all, PDFill is a great tool for all your PDF operations.



PDFill Alternatives ↬



#20 PdfMod
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PdfMod is a simple and easy-to-use application for modifying and editing PDF documents. The interface is straightforward to use. PDfMod lays out all of the pages of a PDF in a grid and allows you to easily select oddly, even, or similar pages to that selected. You can reorder pages, rotate, remove unwanted pages, export only images from the PDF, edit title, edit the subject, author, and edit keywords. Besides merging multiple PDF files into one, you can also split one file into multiple PDFs.
The final output file size can be set according to your need. A highlighting feature of PdfMod is the Optical Character Recognition that helps you extract and edit the text in images from a PDF. All in all, PdfMod is a simple to use tool that comes in handy for merging or PDF splitting operations.



PdfMod Alternatives ↬



#21 CleverPDF
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CleverPDF is a multipurpose 20-in-1 online tool that you can use for any PDF operation. The tool allows you to convert PDF files to other formats like Excel, MS Word, PPTX, pages, Numbers, Keynote, EPUB, or JPG images. Besides that, it can turn JPG, PNG, TIFF, BMP images into another format. It has multiple tools like Unlock PDF that help you unlock a PDF file and make it passwordless after you put in the password. The splitting tool lets you separate one PFD into multiple, and the PDF merger does the opposite.
Add watermark, page numbers, change orientation, change the page order, add or remove images, delete pages, extract images, convert one image format to other, and much more. The tool is also available oink offline versions for Windows and macOS that can come in handy if you need these tools on a daily basis. All in all, CleverPDF is a great all-rounder tool that you can use for day-to-day PDF-related operations.



CleverPDF Alternatives ↬



#22 7-PDF Split & Merge
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7-PDF Split & Merge lets you split and merge PDF files in offline software. With the 7-PDF Split & Merge, you can select multiple pdf files together, sort pdf pages and ranges of pdf files together, and last but not least, delete pdf pages easily. When splitting and joining, PDF pages or entire PDF files can be rotated in multiple orientations. It gives you maximum flexibility while creating your desired PDF. Furthermore, 7-PDF Split & Merge allows you to overwrite existing files and to automatically open the output directory after conversion, save settings or restore them to their default values, and change the interface language.
The simple-to-use program takes up a low amount of system resources, has a good response time, quickly finishes a task, and manages to keep the original quality regarding shapes, images, and the text layout. All in all, the 7-PDF Split & Merge is a great offline tool to divide or combine any PDF files or pages in it.



7-PDF Split & Merge Alternatives ↬



#23 Ultra PDF Merger
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Ultra PDF Merger is a PDF tool that allows you to combine your PDF files, or part of them, together. It is an offline application, and it runs without the internet, so you can consider it if you are a regular user. PDF documents can be added to a list on the interface by dragging and dropping them or by browsing for storage. After loading your files, you need to click the Merge Files button on the toolbar, after which you have to select a destination folder in a Save As window. The merging process will take only a few seconds to complete.
The order in which you load your files is ordered as it is in the original file. Their contents will be placed in the same order in the new PDF document. Any file in the list can be moved up or down by selecting it and clicking the arrows on the toolbar. If you are not satisfied with your selection of files, you may clear the whole list with a click on a toolbar button.



Ultra PDF Merger Alternatives ↬



#24 Adolix Split & Merge PDF
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Adolix Split & Merge PDF is software that allows you to separate pages or combine multiple files into one PDF. Adolix Split & Merge PDF gives you access to an array of editing options, out of which Merge PDF Files is the one. The PDF merge feature allows you to combine two or more saved files together and send one file instead of having multiple documents. You can change the orientation, page numbers and edit the content while merging it. All in all, Adolix Split & Merge PDF is a great tool for all your PDF operations. You can even append encrypted PDF files to another PDF.
A highlighting feature is that you can use the command-line interface to embed the product into your explorer context menu. This allows you to split or merge faster using our built-in menu from the Windows Explorer context menu. The free version comes with a merge limit of 5 documents that you can remove by using the paid version.



Adolix Split & Merge PDF Alternatives ↬



#25 PDFClerk Pro
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PDFClerk Pro is a PDF editor, merger, and splitter tool that has a lot of professional options for all your PDF operation needs. It lets you rearrange pages in the PDF, rotate them, add or delete images, impose multiple pages into the odd sheet, add or edit hyperlinks, add proofing/trimming marks, add text, graphics, watermarks, headers, and footers. You can also fill the forms and edit the text with its OCR algorithm.
The interface is straightforward to use. PDFClerk Pro lays out all of the pages of a PDF in a grid and allows you to easily select oddly, even, or similar pages to that selected. You can reorder pages, rotate, remove unwanted pages, export only images from the PDF, edit title, edit the subject, author, and edit keywords. Besides merging multiple PDF files into one, you can also split one file into multiple PDFs. The final output file size can be set according to your need.



PDFClerk Pro Alternatives ↬



#26 iTextPDF
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iTextPDF is a PDF toolkit that allows you to increase your workflow by integrating it into your PDF-related operations and applications. It can be used in critical high-availability enterprise applications. It also has a Java library that enables you to perform a wide array of tasks associated with PDF documents; create and edit, merge and split, encrypt, decrypt and transcode, watermark or stamp. iText provides excellent support for JVM-based languages like Java or Scala and is typically used from command line applications, desktop pdf viewers, portal solutions, windows services, or PDF converters.
The iText engine can be embedded into any application server, servlet engine, Java EE application server, or Java desktop application. With its OCR tech, the output can be configured to be text, a PDF consisting of separate layers for the source image data and a layer containing all recognized text, or as a flattened PDF with the layers merged. All in all, iTextPDF is a great tool that you can consider among its alternatives.



iTextPDF Alternatives ↬
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